
Introduction

First Comment Period for "Green-e Renewable Energy
Standard for Taiwan ROC"

Open Comment Period for Green-e Taiwan Documents:
-Green-e Renewable Energy Standard for Taiwan ROC, Version 1.0.A
-Terms of Reference for the Green-e Renewable Energy Standard for Taiwan ROC,
Version 1.0.A

Center for Resource Solutions ("CRS") seeks feedback on the Green-e Renewable Energy
Standard for Taiwan ROC (the "Standard"), which sets eligibility criteria for the certification of
renewable energy sales and use in Taiwan, Republic of China. 

The Terms of Reference ("TOR") for the Standard is also open for review and comment. The
TOR outlines the goals and impacts of the Standard in Taiwan and provides a needs
assessment for Green-e certification being available in Taiwan.

Drafts of the Standard and TOR, along with a PDF copy of the following survey, are available on
the Green-e website at www.green-e.org/taiwan (opens in a new window) for you to view before
completing the survey. This page also contains information on the Green-e Framework for
Renewable Energy Certification (the "Framework") and how the Standard operates as a
Regional Standard under the Framework.

Feedback on both the Standard and TOR will be accepted until 11:59pm Taiwan Time on
Tuesday, September 10, 2019 (8:59am Pacific Time).  You may submit feedback through the
following survey or by emailing written comments to comments@green-e.org using the subject
"Taiwan Standard Comments".  If you are submitting written comments, please review the
survey PDF for the specific questions on which we are seeking feedback. Comments are also
welcome on any part of the Standard and TOR.
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Center for Resource Solutions, a NGO based in California (USA) that administers the Green-e
certification programs, will use feedback from this comment period to create a revised version of
the Standard, for further comment later this year.

Posted on July 10, 2019

Center for Resource Solutions
1012 Torney Ave. 2nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94129 USA
www.resource-solutions.org
www.green-e.org
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Respondent Background

First Comment Period for "Green-e Renewable Energy
Standard for Taiwan ROC"

1. What type of organization do you work for? Check all that apply.*

Investor-owned electric service provider

Co-op electric service provider

Municipal electric service provider

Electric service provider in a deregulated electricity market

Generation Facility Owner / Operator

Energy project developer

Energy investor / financier

Energy attribute certificate seller / marketer / aggregator

Energy attribute certificate or renewable energy purchaser

Environmental non-profit

Other Non-profit or industry organization

Local government

Provincial / State Government

National Government

Other: please describe
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2. Where do you operate?  Please select all that apply.*

Taiwan ROC

Mainland China

Elsewhere in Asia

Globally

Decline to state

Other location(s) of operation, if none of the above apply:

Name  

Company  

City/Town  

Country  

Email Address  

3. Although your contact information is not necessary to complete the survey, providing your
contact information will help us if we have follow up questions for you. We will not distribute your
contact information; it will only be used for our own follow-up related to this survey, the
Standard, and the TOR. By providing your email address, you are consenting to being contacted
for such follow-up.
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This survey is designed to collect your feedback at the level of detail you wish to provide and
does not require you to click through all of the sections in order to submit your feedback. 
Green-e appreciates your detailed thoughts, and so the more information you can provide, the
stronger and more impactful the Standard will be.

On the following page, you will be able to write in any general comments you have on the
Standard and on the TOR.

CRS also seeks feedback on several specific questions about the Standard, and these will be
asked after the general comments page.  If you only wish to provide general comments, you
may skip these questions.

Following the specific questions, you may enter any final or section-specific comments you
have.  These comments are also optional and may be skipped, but section-specific comments
will allow you to offer very targeted feedback on language, intent, and details of individual rules.

To view the Standard, the TOR and the PDF of this survey that contains specific questions for
which we are seeking feedback, please visit http://green-e.org/taiwan (opens in new window).  

Thank you very much for offering your feedback to help advance credible renewable electricity
use and certification!

Survey Format and Organization

First Comment Period for "Green-e Renewable Energy
Standard for Taiwan ROC"
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General Comments on the TOR and Standard

First Comment Period for "Green-e Renewable Energy
Standard for Taiwan ROC"

4. Please enter all comments you have regarding the Terms of Reference in the comment box
below.  This is the only section of the survey in which to provide feedback on the Terms of
Reference.

5. Please enter any general comments you have about the Standard in the comment box below.
Keep in mind that if you choose to continue to the next sections of this survey you will be able to
provide much more detail and may wish to skip this general comments box. However, you are
welcome to only provide comments in this box without continuing to the more detailed sections
that follow.

6. Do you wish to continue to the detailed questions on the Standard?  If you select "No" you will
be taken to the final page of this survey where you may submit your responses.

*

Yes, continue to the detailed questions

No, skip to the final page of the survey
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The Taiwan Standard uses many words and terms that are specific to renewable electricity
markets and policies.  The majority of terms are defined in the Green-e Glossary at www.green-
e.org/glossary (currently available only in English), however Section I.B of the Taiwan Standard
contains a few terms that are key to understanding the document.

I.B Definitions

First Comment Period for "Green-e Renewable Energy
Standard for Taiwan ROC"

7. Please write any other terms that you think should be defined in the Taiwan Standard.
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According to Taiwanese law, there are multiple ways to procure and use renewable electricity. 
CRS also anticipates that the renewable electricity market in Taiwan might develop additional
procurement options in the future.  These questions have to do with which procurement options
should be eligible for certification under the Taiwan Standard.

II.B Means of Renewable Energy Procurement

First Comment Period for "Green-e Renewable Energy
Standard for Taiwan ROC"

Please add comments here

8. Considering procurement option 5, “Renewable electricity supply offered to consumers by
electricity retailers”, even though electricity retailers won’t be able to provide green products for
a few years, should this option be included in the Standard now or wait till a future revision?  

Yes

No

9. Please describe any other renewable electricity or EAC procurement types that you think
should be eligible in the Standard now, even if those procurement types won’t be available for a
few years. One example might be renewable electricity that is consumed from leased generation
equipment that is installed on property owned by the electricity user.
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Many different renewable resources can be used to generate electricity, all with different
advantages and impacts.  The Taiwan Standard strives to define the highest quality and lowest
impact resources, so that electricity users help support and develop more of these kinds of
resources.

III.A Renewable Resource Types

First Comment Period for "Green-e Renewable Energy
Standard for Taiwan ROC"

10. Please write any feedback you have on geothermal electricity generation and eligibility in
Taiwan, including resource availability, feasibility, special eligibility considerations, etc.

11. Are there specific environmental or other impacts that should be considered for any of these
resource types? For example, impacts on ocean life, shipping or fishing associated with off-
shore wind?

12. What other resource types do you think should be eligible? Please include your thoughts on
any restrictions or special eligibility considerations for the suggested resource types.

13. Regarding biomass, please note that biomass will not be included in the first published
version of the Taiwan Standard, however if there is sufficient interest from stakeholders CRS
can begin a process to determine eligibility rules for biomass that are appropriate in Taiwan. If
you are interested in biomass eligibility, please write your email address below and CRS will
contact you if it undertakes a process to identify eligible biomass. Please feel free to leave any
comments on biomass in the comment box below as well.
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This section defines when renewable electricity is generated compared to when a buyer can
claim to be consuming renewable electricity.  As currently written, some generation before and
after the calendar year (January 1 - December 31) of electricity consumption may be used to
substantiate consumption in the calendar year.  This rule allows renewable electricity sellers to
have some flexibility if generation facilities generate less electricity than expected during the
calendar year.  This rule also allows electricity providers to know their total December sales
before they have to allocate renewable generation to those sales, so that the provider does not
have to over-purchase in December to cover estimated sales.

III.B Vintage

First Comment Period for "Green-e Renewable Energy
Standard for Taiwan ROC"

Please add comments here

14. Is the rule appropriate for Taiwan and the Taiwanese electricity market?

Yes

No

Please add comments here

15. If “No”, should the period of eligible generation be reduced to the calendar year in which the
electricity is sold to retail electricity users? If you think that the generation period should be
reduced to one year, please provide your reason for supporting this option.

Yes

No
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Users of renewable electricity typically want to buy, receive and claim all of the benefits of that
renewable electricity, rather than allowing other parties to receive some of those benefits. 
Individual ‘attributes’ of renewable electricity generation are those benefits that result from
generating the electricity.  For example, one attribute is that little or no emissions were released
during generation.  Other attributes are that the generation came from a specific generation
facility that uses a certain renewable resource and that the generation did not receive certain
subsidies.  The Definition of “Energy Attribute Certificates” in Section I.B also contains some
information about attributes.

IV.A Fully Aggregated Renewable Generation Attributes

First Comment Period for "Green-e Renewable Energy
Standard for Taiwan ROC"

16. Are you aware of any attributes of generation that are specifically excluded from retail
renewable electricity sales or EACs? Which attributes are excluded, under what circumstances
and why? As an example, projects that are involved in the Environmental Protection Agency’s
carbon offset project would not be eligible under the Taiwan Standard because the avoided
carbon attribute of generation is claimed toward the offset project and would not be available to
the renewable electricity user.
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Most renewable electricity users value the fact that renewable electricity produces little or no
carbon emissions, and that generating renewable electricity in place of coal or gas electricity
also avoids the emissions that these generators would have produced.  For this reason, the
Taiwan Standard disqualifies generation that is used for compliance with certain types of carbon
policy.  CRS seeks more detail on carbon policy in Taiwan, and the direction that future policies
might take.

IV.A.2 Carbon Legislation/Regulation

First Comment Period for "Green-e Renewable Energy
Standard for Taiwan ROC"

17. What other carbon-related policies could affect the environmental value of renewable
electricity consumed in Taiwan, other than Article 8 of the Greenhouse Gas Reduction and
Management Act and Article 28 of the Electricity Act?

18. What changes to current carbon policies do you think will be made? What carbon-related
policies do you think will be developed?
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In Taiwan, it is possible that a large electricity user that is subject to a quota would want to use
Green-e certified renewable electricity for all of their electricity consumption. Some counties
have renewable electricity quotas already, and a law was recently passed that would subject all
large electricity consumers to a renewable electricity quota, although the details on that quota
are not yet finalized.

In certain other Green-e standards, CRS has allowed renewable electricity used toward a quota
to be counted toward a consumer’s Green-e certified purchase, under limited circumstances,
such as: when the electricity retailer must provide all customers (including customers that are
voluntarily buying renewable electricity) with quota renewable electricity; AND the customer is
buying renewable electricity for 100% of their electricity consumption; AND the quota renewable
electricity also meets all Green-e eligibility rules.

IV.B.1 City- and County-Level Renewable Electricity Quotas

First Comment Period for "Green-e Renewable Energy
Standard for Taiwan ROC"

Please add comments here

19. If the consumer must install or use renewable electricity for a certain percentage of their
consumption in order to meet a quota, then should there be similar rules allowing the consumer
to count the quota renewables toward their use of Green-e certified renewables for all of their
consumption?

Yes

No
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Please add comments here

20. If you responded “Yes” to the previous question, do you think that the criteria below are
appropriate for the Standard?
   a. The Participant is subject to a renewable electricity quota;
   b. The Renewable Energy Product is used to meet 100% of the Participant’s own electricity
consumption needs; 
   c. The Renewable Energy Product meets the eligibility requirements of the applicable quota
and of the Green-e Taiwan Standard; and
   d. The renewable electricity or EACs used toward the applicable quota go through the Green-
e Energy verification process.

Yes as written

Yes but with edits below

No
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Electronic tracking systems are essentially online databases that create one tradable credit for
each Megawatt-hour of electricity from a generator.  Tracking systems can help with the
quantitative side of verification under the Taiwan Standard (and additional audit steps outside of
the tracking system help show that the rest of the Taiwan Standard is met).  The Taiwan
Renewable Energy Certificate Center’s tracking system is one example.  The Taiwan Standard
requires the use of tracking systems in the majority of cases, but there are some exceptions in
the current draft and CRS would like feedback on which exceptions are appropriate.

V.B Tracking Systems

First Comment Period for "Green-e Renewable Energy
Standard for Taiwan ROC"

21. If you think that there should be any exceptions to the use of a tracking system, please
indicate your support for any of the potential exceptions below and suggest any other
exceptions that you think are appropriate.

The retail electricity consumer is claiming all EACs generated by the generator during the
period that Green-e certifies the consumer’s generation and use

The generator is located on property that is owned by either:
i. The retail electricity user claiming the renewable electricity (including EACs); or
ii. Another party, and the generator has a physical electrical connection only to the user
claiming

All the generation is validated by attestations and third-party verification records

Other(s) - please specify

22. Please write any other comments you have on the rules in this section. 
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Other Sustainability Criteria and Final Comments

First Comment Period for "Green-e Renewable Energy
Standard for Taiwan ROC"

23. Are there any other important factors in the sustainability of renewable electricity in Taiwan
that should be considered for inclusion in the Taiwan Standard, such as the impact on certain
groups of people, other ecological impacts of certain resource types, other social impacts,
interconnection with other countries, or anything else?

24. Do you have any other comments or feedback about any remaining part of the Taiwan
Standard?
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Thank you for your time and thoughts!  You are helping CRS develop a strong and impactful
Green-e Standard that reflects the needs of Taiwanese stakeholders, as well as helping Taiwan
accelerate the development of renewable resources and a robust renewable electricity market.

If you are satisfied with the answers you have provided, please click “Finish and Submit
Responses” below.  Once you do, you can no longer edit your responses.

If you would like to edit any responses before sending them to CRS, please click “Previous
Page” through the survey to reach the desired question, edit your response(s), and click “Next
Page” until your return to this page, then click “Finish and Submit Responses”.  Please
remember to submit responses by September 10, 2019.

Thank you!

Submit Responses

First Comment Period for "Green-e Renewable Energy
Standard for Taiwan ROC"
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	Thank you for your time and thoughts!  You are helping CRS develop a strong and impactful Green-e Standard that reflects the needs of Taiwanese stakeholders, as well as helping Taiwan accelerate the development of renewable resources and a robust renewable electricity market.  If you are satisfied with the answers you have provided, please click “Finish and Submit Responses” below.  Once you do, you can no longer edit your responses.  If you would like to edit any responses before sending them to CRS, please click “Previous Page” through the survey to reach the desired question, edit your response(s), and click “Next Page” until your return to this page, then click “Finish and Submit Responses”.  Please remember to submit responses by September 10, 2019.  Thank you!
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